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1

EN-144 May 12, 2015 - General information
Course code: EN-144

Course name: U.S./British Culture and History

Date: May 12, 2015

Duration: Four (4) hour exam

Resources Allowed: English-English Dictionary ("Learner" dictionaries are permitted) + Thesaurus
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2 OPPGAVE

EN-144 May 12, 2015
Answer one of the following in a well-organized essay, with an introduction, a body, and a
conclusion.  Make sure that you use evidence to support your claims.

1.We have used the following two phrases in our class this term to refer to a complex of political,
economic, and military practices, policies, prejudices, beliefs, relationships, states of mind, etc.: 1)
The British Empire; and 2) The American Imperium.  Write an essay that compares and
contrasts the British Empire and the American Imperium on whatever grounds you think are most
legitimate.

2. Write an essay that argues for or against the notion of the “special relationship” between the
U.S. and Britain.  Make sure to use specific historical examples in support of your claims.

3.The modern UK and the US are both migrant societies, born of vast movements of people.  For
this essay, compare and contrast the differing patterns of migration, born of differering historical
circumstances, that have helped to shape these complex, multicultural societies.

Write your answer here:

BESVARELSE

Task 2

The special relationship
The special relationship is a term that was first used in public by the British Prime Minister Winston Churchill

during the Second World War. The relationship Churchill was talking about is the relationship between the

two major English speaking nations, the United Kingdom and the United States of America. Even though the

relationship is called "special", people have throughout history argued whether this relationship was that

special after all, or whether it was just a desperate attempt from Winston Churchill to seek help from the US

against Germany during WWII. In this essay I will take a closer look at both the US and the UK, and I will look

at different events throughout their history that has affected their relationship. I will try to show how the UK

lost its position as the greatest power in the world, and how the US was the one who replaced them. I will
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look closer at events like the Venezuela Crisis in 1895, the First and Second World War, and the Suez Crisis

in 1956. I believe these events are important to know about in order to get a better understanding of why

people question the "special relationship". At the end of this essay, I will try to give you my own opinion

regarding the "special relationship", and whether I believe it is as special as Churchill once made it.

It is important to know the history between the US and the UK to understand how there could ever be a

"special relationship" between them in the first place. America was a British colony until 1776, but In 1776

though, the British colonies in America had had enough and declared their own independence. This was the

start for the United States of America as an independent country. This is important to know when we look at

the "special relationship" because most of the people living in the US at this time, were originally from, or had

at least close ties to Britain. There was of course nothing special about the relationship between the US and

Britain at that time, but it is one of the arguments that Churchill used when he called for help from the US

during the Second World War.

Up until the end of the 19th century, both the UK and the US had been industrialized, and they were not

interfering much with one another. Britain was at this time the most powerful country in the world with its

Great British Empire. But the US had also grown since its colonial time, and in 1895 the world would finally

get to see how the US had become a great country and was no longer a force to be reckoned with. The

Venezuela Crisis of 1895 is an event that took place in Guyana in South America, where Britain still had

colonies at the time. Venezuela and Britain had for a long time argued over who owned this piece of land,

and Venezuela had asked for help from the US, but the US didn't want to get involved. This was up until

1895, when it was discovered that some parts of land in Guyana were full of gold. Britain claimed that they

had the right to the goldrich land, but the US saw this as a violation against the Monroe Doctrine. The Monroe

Doctrine stated that the US would not let any of the European colonial powers colonize any of the countries in

the continent of America, and they used this doctrine to justify their interference. The US managed to stop

Britain from taking over the land in Guyana, and this stated to the rest of the European countries that they

were now one of the most powerful countries in the world.

While the events of 1776 and 1895 mentioned above did not help improve the relationship between the two

nations, the First and Second World War surely did. In the First World War, the US teamed up with the allied

forces to help them win the war in Europe. This was one of the first times where the UK and the US had

worked together, and thus strengthened the "special relationship" that was still to be called upon. The reason

why many of the US citizens supported joining the war in the first place, was because they had close ties to

the British people much due to the fact they were once a British colony. But it was not up until the Second

World War that the term "special relationship" was first used, as mentioned earlier, by Winstons Churchill. 

During the Second World War, the US tried for a long time not to get directly involved in this "European war",

even though Britain asked for help. The US did however support them with weapons and supplies, but it was

not until Japan attacked Pearl Harbour that the Americans decided to join in on the war themselves. The war

was eventually won by the allied forces, but it was not without cost, especially for Britain who had suffered
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great damages from the war. The US on the other hand, had almost no financial losses from the war,

because there were never any real fighting going on in their own country. While Britain had suffered greatly

from the war, the US had not.

The aftermath of the war is what is interesting regarding the "special relationship". The real winner of the war

was not Britain who had managed to withstand Germany, but it was rather the US who had emerged from the

war as the greatest super power in the world. Even though Britain felt like they were the ones that won the

war, they would soon realize that they had to give up their position as the world's greatest power due to other

countries being far ahead. The US did however help Britain recover financially by giving them loans after the

war. This may seem at first sight like a good deed, like a friend helping out a friend, but keep in mind that

these loans were not without interest. Britain shortly after the war had to realize that they were no longer in

charge, and did eventually accept that they were now the junior partner of the US.

Britain had a hard time realizing that they were junior partners to the US after the war. One event that showed

how the US had control over Britain after the war, or at least was the "big brother" in the "special

relationship", is the Suez Crizis in 1956. Egypt tried to nationalise the Suez canal in 1956, but this upset

Britain who had been using the canal for a long time. Britian sent down naval forces to stop it, without asking

the US first. When the US found out about this they immediately stopped Britain from doing it, because they

were afraid for the Soviet Union who were supporting Egypt with arms. Britain who were now dependent on

American help financially, felt like they had no other choice than to obey the Americans. This was a huge loss

and embarrassment for the British, as they now had to obey the US and do as they commanded. This event

truly stated how Britain had lost its world power, and almost directly handed it over to the US after the war.

This meant that the "special relationship" did not mean two equal partners as Britain probably thought when

they first used the term, but rather one junior partner who were to obey the other.

When it comes to my own belief in the "special relationship", I have to admit that I don't find it so special after

all. After reading some of the writings of Guy Arnold who wrote the book "Was there ever a special

relationship?", I have to say that I agree with much of what he says. Take for example the things Arnold says

about America using the war as an opportunity to take over the power from Britain. He says in his book that

the US had always been both admireres and envious of the British Empire. I believe that the US did not like

the British Empire before the war, and when opportunity came after the war they siezed it so to ensure that it

would no longer exist. One could argue that the British Empire would have fallen regardless of US

intervention, which I believe is true, but it is the intentions of the Americans joining this "partnership" I find

speculativ. I feel like the only reason why the Americans wanted to help Britain with the loans and everything

else after the war, was mainly to take its place as the greatest world power.

So to give a conclusion to my essay, I have to end with the conclusion that I do not find the "special

relationship" to be as special as it may seem. I feel like the relationship is based on two countries only looking
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after themselves, not looking after one another. Britain on one hand used the relationship to gain help from

the US during desperate times in the war, while the US used the relationship to take over Britain's role in the

world after the war. Therefore my conclusion is that the "special relationship" never really was that special,

but rather an excuse from both countries to benefit their own needs.
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